
               
   

Champagne Jacquesson 
Dizy 

                   
Current releases  
 

 

• Cuvée 739:  This cuvée is based upon the 2011 vintage, and reserve wines constitute 31% of the total. It’s a 

blend of  57% Chardonnay,  21% Pinot Noir, 22% Pinot Meunier. The dosage at bottling was 3.5 g/l.. 

 

• Cuvée 740:  Cuvée 740 is based on the excellent 2012 vintage.  It is the first 7-series to use around 20% re-

serve wines rather than the norm previously of around 30%, and it is the first to have most of this reserve wine 

come from older 7-series blends rather than the house's standard stocks of reserve wines.   
 

The winter of 2012 was cold, with the spring and early summer being very wet, resulting in serious attacks of 
mildew.  The latter half of the growing season saw superb weather, however, giving grapes of remarkable 
quality albeit low quantity (the production of 740 is 20% less than that of 739).  195,836 bottles, 7,696 mag-
nums, and 250 jeroboams. 

 

• Cuvée 735 Dégorgement Tardif:  Both winter and spring of 2007 were mild and rainy, while summer was cold 

with frequent storms until August 25th, when good weather set in.  It's often said that the final quarter of a 

growing season determines quality, and 2007 was no exception to this rule.   

 

Cuvée 735 DT is based on 2007 with reserve wines making up 28% of the blend. 14,704 bottles and 758 mag-

nums were kept on their lees and underwent a late disgorgement in November of 2015; dosage is 3.5 g/l.  The 

wine is a blend of 47% Chardonnay, 33% Pinot Noir, 20% Pinot Meunier.  

 

• Cuvée 736 Dégorgement Tardif:  Cuvée 736 late-disgorged is based on the great 2008 vintage (a fact that we 

could not directly state on the back label because of rules regulating non-vintage and vintage wines, so instead 

we made the Lot number be the vintage).  Twenty thousand bottles and one thousand magnums were held 

back from the original tirage and were aged for eighty-eight months on their lees, then disgorged in November 

2016. 

 

• Dizy Corne Bautray: During the 1990s the Chiquets were improving their farming and re-discovering their 

terroirs. Their one hectare (2.5 acres) of Corne Bautray Chardonnay way up on top of a steep hill above Dizy 

particularly impressed them in the harvest of 1995, and they made an experimental cuvée from it (2000 was 

the first commercial release). The vines were planted in 1960, face southwest, and grow in relatively thick 

alluvial topsoil. This soil is a layer of loose clay-silt packed with pebbles, giving good drainage, and provides 

a bed as deep as nine feet overtop the ever-present Campanian chalk—which these old vines reach down to for 

water. The wine is remarkable for its elegant power. 

 

Dizy Corne Bautray 2005: The winter of 2005 was cold and dry, spring was calm and warm, summer 

followed hot and humid but ended the growing season with excellent weather. The grapes were harvest-

ed on September 22 at 11.3 degrees of alcohol and 7.2 g/l of acidity. 410 cases and 100 (3-pack) cases 

of magnums, bottled June 20th, 2006; disgorged in February 2015. 

 

Dizy Corne Bautray 2007:  In this vintage only the Corne Bautray was bottled; the other cuvées went 

into the 7-series. Winter and spring of ’07 were both mild and wet, while summer was cold with lots of 

storms until the end of August when good weather arrived. Corne Bautray was harvested on September 

9th, 2007. It has 10.8 degrees of alcohol, 8.2 g/l of acidity. 430 cases of 750 MLs and 100 (3-pack) cas-

es of magnums were bottled in June, 2008 and were disgorged in January 2016. Zero dosage.  

 
 

 



                                      
               
   

 

 

• Avize Champ Caïn 2005: Jacquesson began producing a NV blanc de blancs from its Avize holdings in the 

late 1940s. When the Chiquet brothers took over, one of their first decisions was to make this a vintage bot-

tling. This enabled them to make a better wine and freed up a terrific source of grand cru Chardonnay with 

which to improve their non-vintage (then the Brut Perfection) in problematic years. Vintage 1990 was the first 

commercial release, based upon three lieu-dits: La Fosse, Némery, and Champ Caïn. 

 

       Beginning with the 2002 vintage, Champ Caïn was pinpointed as the source for the Avize cuvée. This further 

freed up steady sources of grand cru Chardonnay for the 7-series, while permitting Jacquesson to make a wine 

from an excellent site to reflect a specific terroir. Jacquesson's parcel of Champ Caïn measures 1.30 hectares 

(3.2 acres) and was planted in 1962. Facing due south, this parcel is situated at the bottom of the Avize slope 

in calcareous soil of a clay, sand, and silt structure over blocks of Campanian chalk. 

 

       The winter of 2005 was cold and dry, spring was calm and warm, summer followed hot and humid but ended 

the growing season with excellent weather. The grapes were harvested on September 20th at 10.7 degrees of 

alcohol and 7 g/l of acidity. 795 cases and 167 (3-pack) cases of magnums, bottled May 18th, 2006; disgorged 

in February 2015. 

 

• Aÿ Vauzelle Terme 2005: The 1996 season favored Pinot Noir, and a tiny parcel of three-quarters of an acre in 

the Vauzelle Terme lieu-dit stood out for the Chiquets. Corne Bautray pointed the way in 1995, and in 1996 

they bottled an experimental lot of the exceptional Vauzelle Terme. The Pinot Noir vines were planted in 1980 

and grow in limestone soils mixed with some clay, with chalk bedrock; situated mid-slope. Vintage 2002 was 

the first release of this blanc de noirs. 

 

        The winter of 2005 was cold and dry, spring was calm and warm, summer followed hot and humid but ended 

the growing season with excellent weather. The grapes were harvested on September 23 at 10.9 degrees of 

alcohol and 6.4 g/l of acidity. 190 cases and 67 (3-pack) cases of magnums, bottled June 20th, 2006; disgorged 

in February 2015. 

 

 

• Dizy Terres Rouges Rosé: Jacquesson stopped making blended rosés after 1997 in favor of rosé de macéra-

tion (saignée) from a specific site, which better suited its philosophical outlook. This was done in 2003 and 

2004, and the site chosen was Terres Rouges, a vineyard growing on a broad bench below the Reims Moun-

tain but up above the town of Dizy. The red soil is limestone-based on top of chalky silts, and the Chiquets 

farm nearly 15 acres here, dedicating a 3.3 acre parcel of Pinot Noir to the production of this rosé. In 2008, 

they tweaked the method of production, de-stemming all of the grapes and letting half of them macerate in 

tank for 25 hours (as was done entirely in 2003 and 2004); while the other half was "slow-pressed" during a 4-

hour settling in the horizontal press. All of the wine was raised in older oak casks, and the dosage is 3.5 grams 

per liter. 

 

                          Dizy Terres Rouges Rosé 2008:  In 2008, they tweaked the method of production, destemming all 

of the grapes and letting half of them macerate in tank for 25 hours (as was done entirely in 2003 

and 2004); while the other half was "slow-pressed" during a 4-hour settling in the horizontal press. 

All of the wine was raised in older oak casks, and the dosage is 3.5 grams per liter.  

 

                         Dizy Terres Rouges Rosé 2009:  In 2009, they continued with the same method of production as the 

previous year. Harvest was September 19th and all of the grapes were destemmed and crushed. It 

has 11.7 degrees of alcohol and 6.5 g/l of acidity. 741 cases of 750 MLs and 100 (3-pack) cases of 

magnums were bottled in June 2010 and were disgorged January 2016. Zero dosage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   

 



• Avize Grand Cru 2000 Dégorgement Tardif:  Spring temperatures in 2000 were the highest on record since 

1956. July and August, however, were on the cold side and stormy until the end of August, when fine weather 

arrived. The harvest was consistent, healthy, and ripe. 122 cases of 750MLs and 38 cases of magnums were 

bottled in 2001 and disgorged in January 2016. Dosage 1.5 g/l. Chardonnay. 

 

• Millésime 2000 Dégorgement Tardif:  Spring temperatures in 2000 were the highest on record since 1956. July 

and August, however, were on the cold side and stormy until the end of August, when fine weather arrived. 

The harvest was consistent, healthy, and ripe. The grapes (50% Chardonnay, 50% Pinot Noir)came from the 

Marne Valley, the Reims Mountain, and the Côte des Blancs. 122 cases of 750 MLs and 65 (3-pack) cases of 

magnums were bottled in 2001 and disgorged in January 2016. Dosage 1.5 g/l.  

 


